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United States Patent Office 3,048,857 
Patented Aug. 14, 1962 

3,048,857 
BED WITH ADJUSTABLES DE RAIL ASSEMBLY 

Clyde B. Hutt, 601 E. 22nd, Vancouver, Wash. 
Filed May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,732 

8 Claims. (C. 5-331) 
This invention relates to beds on which side guards 

or rails may be required from time to time, and, in par 
ticular to beds for invalids and children, where side rails 
extending part way along either or both sides of the bed 
may be desired to prevent the possibility of the patient 
or child from rolling off the bed. 

It is very desirable, in the case of such beds equipped 
with side guards or rails, to have the side guards or rails 
so arranged and mounted as to be capable of being easily 
and quickly moved out of the way when not needed. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a bed 

equipped with a pair of improved side rail assemblies, 
either or both of which assemblies can quickly and easily 
be set up in operative position, and either or both of 
which can just as quickly and easily be moved entirely 
into out-of-the-way position when not needed or desired. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a bed 
with a pair of side rail assemblies and with a hollow 
headboard, with the headboard and rail assemblies so 
arranged that either or both of the said rail assemblies 
will be entirely contained within the hollow headboard 
when moved into out-of-the-way position, but which as 
semblies can conveniently be pulled out into operative 
position at any time, thus dispensing with the annoyance 
of having to take either side rail assembly entirely off the 
bed and to find a place for such rail assembly when it is 
not being used. 
The extent to which it may be desired to have the side 

Tails or guards extend along the side of the bed from the 
headboard towards the foot of the bed may vary under 
different conditions or in different situations, as, for ex 
ample, in ambulatory stages of convalescence where the 
patient should be able to get out of bed and get back 
into bed by himself, but nevertheless where some side 
guard near the head of the bed is still desirable. 
A further object of this invention accordingly is to 

provide a bed equipped with a side rail assembly which 
may be entirely contained within the headboard when not 
in use, or pulled out from the headboard and secured to 
the side of the bed frame when use of the side rail assem 
bly is desired, but with the side rail assembly so con 
structed and arranged that the length to which the assem 
bly is pulled out from the headboard and consequently 
the distance over which it will be caused to extend along 
the side of the bed can be varied and adjusted within 
predetermined limits. 
The means by which these objects and other advan 

tages are accomplished with the present invention, and 
the construction of each of the adjustable side rail assem 
blies together with the way in which these are housed in 
the special headboard and adjustably secured in place in 
operative positions, will be described briefly with refer 
ence to the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a bed frame having a 
hollow headboard serving as the housing for the pair of 
adjustable side rail assemblies, and showing one side 
rail assembly secured in desired operative position and 
the other in the process of being pulled out from inop 
erative position in the headboard; 

FIG. 2 is an elevation of the hollow headboard with 
portion of the rear cover plate shown broken away, and 
showing both side rail assemblies in their fully retracted 
position, the view being taken on the line indicated at 
2-2 in FIG. 1 but drawn to a larger scale; 
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FIG. 3 is a fragmentary section taken on line 3-3 of 

FIG. 1, drawn to a much larger scale; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary section corresponding in part 

to FIG. 3 but with the rail assembly swung forwardly; 
FIG. 5 is a section taken on the line indicated at 5-5 

in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 6 is a section on line 6-6 of FIG. 2, drawn to 

the same scale as FIG. 3; and 
FIG. 7 is a section on line 7-7 of FIG. 1, drawn to 

the same scale as FIG. 3. 
In FIG. 1 the bed frame illustrated includes a footboard 

i0, the usual side frame members 11 and 12, and a head 
board indicated in general by the reference character 13. 
The headboard (see FIG. 2) includes a rectangular hous 
ing mounted on an integral frame formed with upright 
end members 4 and 15, a bottom member 16, from 
which the legs 7 and 18 extend, and a horizontal center 
bar 9. A front plate 20, a top plate 21 and a rear cover 
plate 22 are mounted on the headboard frame. 
The top plate 2 and the rear cover plate 22 extend 

beyond the end members 4 and 5 of the headboard 
frame. Hinged flaps, 20A and 20B (see also FIG. 1), 
attached to the ends of the front plate 20, cause the front 
plate to have the same overall length as the rear cover 
plate 22 when these end flaps extend in normal position 
in the same plane with the front plate. These end flaps 
20A and 20B are attached to the front plate by spring 
hinges which normally hold them in the same plane with 
the front plate, and thus in the position shown by the 
flap 28A in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 and by the flap 20B in 
FIG. 2, but these spring hinges allow them to be swung 
forwardly to the position shown by the flap 20B in FIG. 1. 

Similar end flaps 22A and 22B are mounted on the 
ends of the rear cover plate 22, being attached to the 
rear cover plate by spring hinges which normally hold 
these flaps extending forwardly at right angles to the 
cover plate 22, as shown by the flap 22B in FIG. 1 and 
the flaps 22A and 22B in FIG. 2, while the hinges allow 
these flaps to be swung against the force of the springs 
as illustrated by the flap 22A in FIGS. 1 and 3. Thus the 
flaps 20A and 22A in one end of the headboard housing 
together with the flaps 20B and 22B at the other end of 
the housing, when in normal closed position, form end 
chambers beyond the upright frame members 14 and 15, 
as shown in FIG. 2, in which end chambers, as presently 
eXplained, the end rails for the two side rail assemblies 
are contained when the side rail assemblies are in entirely 
retracted or inoperative position. 
The two side rail assemblies 23 and 24 (FIG. 1) are 

identical. Each assembly consists of a plurality (pref 
erably three as illustrated) of horizontal rails and a sub 
stantially vertical outer end rail. The horizontal rails 
are each formed of a pair of telescoping tubular mem 
bers, the larger diameter members in the assemblies being 
designated 25A, 26A and 27A (FIG. 1) and the corre 
Sponding related Smaller diameter telescoping members 
being designated 25B, 26B, and 27B. The smaller diam 
eter members in each assembly terminate in the vertical 
Outer end rail 28 and are integral therewith. 
The headboard frame is provided with a cylindrical 

bearing socket 39 (FIGS. 2 and 3) for each of the larger 
diameter tubular members of each side rail assembly. 
These bearing sockets 30 extend through the upright 
frame members 14 or 15 in the headboard frame and 
provide Supports for the horizontal rails of the side rail 
assemblies while allowing the larger diameter members 
of the horizontal rails to slide therein. 

Each of the larger diameter members of the horizontal 
rails has a short inner end extension designated 25C, 
26C or 27C respectively with which it is connected by a 
Spring hinge 29 (FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 6) which spring hinge 
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normally holds the inner end extension in alignment with 
the connected large diameter member. Each of the 
inner end extensions 25C, 26C or 27C has the same 
diameter as the larger diameter member to which it is 
hingedly connected but terminates in an enlarged end 
shoulder 3 which limits the extent to which the rail 
member 25A, 26A or 27A can be pulled outwardly. 
Furthermore the length of each inner end extension 25C, 
26C, or 27C is such that, when the corresponding rail 
member is pulled out through its bearing socket 33 to 
the limit permitted by the end shoulder 33, the hinge 29 
will be positioned just beyond the adjacent upright frame 
member 4 or 15 and thus in the position illustrated in 
FIG. 3. When the side rails of the assembly are pulled 
out to this extent the assembly can then be swung for 
wardly to a position at right angles with respect to the 
headboard 13 (FIG. 4). 

In order to restrict the distance to which each smalier 
diameter telescoping member 25B, 26B or 27B may be 
pulled outwardly in the respective larger diameter mern 
ber of the rail, a bar 32 (FIG. 3) has its inner end at 
tached to the hinge block 33 on which the inner end of 
the large diameter member for each rail is secured. This 
bar 32 has a slot 34, and a pin 35, secured in the smaller 
diameter member (see also FIG. 5), extending diametri 
cally across in the smaller diameter member, extends 
through the slot 34. Thus the engagement of the pia. 35 
with the outer end of the slot 34 limits the extent to 
which the smaller diameter member in each rail can be 
pulled outwardly in the larger diameter member and pre 
vents the possibility of a smaller diameter member being 
pulled entirely out from its larger diameter member. 
The engagement of the pin 35 with the slot in the bar 
32 also prevents any rotation of the larger diameter 
member or its inner end extension with respect to the 
smaller diameter member. 
The attached inner end of the limit bar 32 (FIG. 3) 

has a portion 36 formed with an outwardly increasing 
diameter, which portion terminates in a shoulder 37. 
An O-ring 36A is carried on the portion 36. When the 
smaller diameter member is pulled outwardly with re 
spect to the surrounding larger diameter member and 
consequently pulled outwardly with respect to the bar 
32 and the portion 36, the O-ring 36A becomes squeezed 
between the inside wall of the smaller diameter member 
and the portion 36. Consequently an outward pull on 
the smaller diameter member will cause an outward pull 
on the surrounding larger diameter member. The pur 
pose of this is to cause the larger diameter members of 
the rails of the side assemblies first to be drawn out to 
the limit, when the assembly is pulled outwardly from 
the headboard housing, before the outward movement 
of the smaller diameter members from the respective 
larger diameter members takes place. 
When a side rail assembly is not required to be used 

it is kept in inoperative position entirely within the head 
board housing, as illustrated by both side rail assemblies 
in FIG. 2. In this position the upright end rail 28 of 
the assembly will be contained within the chamber en 
closed by the end flap 20A or 20B of the front wall 20 
and by the end side flap 22A or 22B on the rear plate 22 
of the housing. When a side rail assembly is required to 
be used, for example the side rail assembly 23 as shown 
in FIG. 1, the operator opens the flap 22A, grasps the 
end rail 28 of that assembly, and pulls the assembly out 
wardly, causing the larger diameter members of the hori 
Zontal rails to move outwardly in their bearing sockets 
30 until the engagement of the enlarged end shoulders 
31 with the inner ends of the sockets 30 prevents further 
outward movement of the larger diameter members. The 
rail assembly is then swung forwardly to a position sub 
stantially at right angles to the headboard housing, caus 
ing the flap 20A to swing to open position and permit 
ting the flap 22A to close. Now a continued forward 
pull by the operator on the end rail 28 will cause the 
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4. 
smaller diameter members 25B, 26B and 27B to be drawn 
forwardly from their respective larger diameter members. 
The end rail 28 of each rail assembly carries a spring 

controlled telescoping member 28A. A coil spring 38 
(FIG. 7), having its upper end secured within the rail 
28 near the top at 38A and having its lower end secured 
at 38B within the bottom portion of the telescoping mem 
ber 28A, and held under a slight tension at all times, 
normally keeps the member 28A in withdrawn raised 
position. When a side rail assembly is to be used and is 
moved out from the headboard housing, the member 28A 
is pulled downwardly in the end rail 28. The end rail 
28 is provided with a stationary holding lug 39 on the 
inside and the member 28A is provided with a vertical 
slot 40 extending down from the top end, to enable the 
member 28A to move past the holding lug 39 when in 
raised position. When the member 28A is pulled down 
beyond the lug 39 the member 28A is then given a par 
tial rotation so as to bring the top end of the member 
23A into engagement with the holding lug 39 and thus 
maintain the member 28A in the lower position. 
The bottom end of the member 28A carries a threaded 

stem 4. An anchoring support for the outer end of 
each rail assembly, when the assembly is in operative 
position, consists of a bar 42 in the form of an angle 
iron secured to the side rail 11 or 12 of the bed frame 
(FIGS. 1 and 7). Each anchoring bar 42 is provided 
with a longitudinal slot 43 for receiving the threaded 
stern 4 on the bottom of the member 28A of the end 
rail 28. The threaded stem 41 of the rail assembly is 
inserted through the slot 43, and, when the side rail as 
sembly is in the position desired, a bottom wing nut 44 
clamps the member 28A to the anchoring bar 42 and 
thereby secures the outer end of the rail assembly in 
place. As apparent from FIG. 1, the distance to which 
the side rail assembly can be made to extend along the 
side of the bed from the headboard can be adjusted with 
in the limits provided in the horizontal rails and pro 
vided by the slot in the anchoring bar 42. 
Thus with the present invention either or both side 

rail assemblies will be entirely out-of-the-way and even 
Out-of-sight when not required for use. Since they are 
never completely removed from the bed frame they are 
always conveniently at hand for immediate use. Very 
little effort and time are required for pulling a side rail 
assembly out into position for use and for securing it in 
Such operative position, and its operative position is 
adjustable. Finally the removal of the side rail assem 
bly from the side of the bed and the placing of it back 
in the headboard housing similarly requires very little 
time and effort. 
Minor modifications in some of the parts of the assem 

blies and in the bed frame construction would of course 
be possible without departing from the principle of the 
invention, and it is not my intention to limit the invention 
otherwise than as set forth in the claims. 

I claim: 
1. In combination with a bed frame having a foot 

board portion and side rails, a hollow headboard, a side 
rail assembly adapted to be housed in said headboard, 
horizontal rails in said assembly, bearing sockets mount 
ed in the end of said hollow headboard for said hori 
Zontal rails, inner end extensions hinged on said hori 
Zontal rails and slidable also in said sockets, an upright 
end rail connected with said horizontal rails, and co 
operating means on a side rail of the bed frame and on 
Said end rail for removably securing said end rail to said 
side rail of the bed frame. 

2. In combination with a bed frame having a foot 
board portion and side rails, a hollow headboard, a side 
rail assembly adapted to be housed in said headboard, 
horizontal rails in said assembly, each of said horizontal 
rails including a larger diameter tubular member and a 
Smaller diameter member telescopically received in said 
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larger member, bearing sockets mounted in the side end 
of said hollow headboard for the larger diameter mem 
bers of said horizontal rails, inner end extensions hinged 
on said larger diameter members of said horizontal rails 
and slidable also in said sockets, limit means on said 
inner end extensions limiting the extent to which said 
extensions can be pulled outwardly in said sockets, an 
upright end rail connected with said smaller diameter 
members of said assembly, and cooperating means on a 
side rail of the bed frame and on said end rail for re 
movably securing said end rail to said side rail of the 
bed frame. 

3. In combination with a bed frame having a foot 
board portion and side rails, a hollow headboard, a side 
rail assembly adapted to be housed in said headboard, 
horizontal rails in said assembly, each of said horizontal 
rails including a larger diameter tubular member and a 
Smaller diameter member telescopically received in said 
larger member, means in said horizontal rails limiting 
the extent to which said smaller members can be pulled 
outwardly in the respective larger members, bearing 
Sockets mounted in the side end of said hollow headboard 
for the larger diameter members of said horizontal rails, 
inner end extensionshinged on said larger diameter mem 
bers of said horizontal rails by spring hinges and slidable 
also in said sockets, limit means on said inner end exten 
sions limiting the extent to which said extensions can be 
pulled outwardly in said sockets, an upright end rail 
connected with said Smaller diameter members of said 
assembly, and cooperating means on a side rail of the 
bed frame and on said end rail for removably and adjust 
ably securing said end rail to said side rail of the bed 
frame. 

4. In combination with a bed frame having a foot 
board portion and side rails, a hollow headboard, a side 
rail assembly adapted to be housed in said headboard, 
horizontal rails in said assembly, each of said horizontal 
rails including a larger diameter tubular member and a 
smaller diameter member telescopically received in said 
larger member, means in said horizontal rails limiting the 
extent to which said smaller members can be pulled out 
wardly in the respective larger members, bearing sockets 
mounted in the side end of said hollow headboard for 
the larger diameter members of said longitudinal rails, 
inner end extensions hinged on said larger diameter mem 
bers of said horizontal rails and slidable also in said 
sockets, limit means on said inner end extensions limiting 
the extent to which said extensions can be pulled out 
wardly in said sockets, an upright end rail connected with 
said horizontal rails of the assembly, cooperating means 
on the side rail of the bed frame and on said end rail 
for removably and adjustably securing said end rail to 
said side rail of the bed frame, and a chamber on the 
side end of said headboard beyond said sockets for re 
ceiving said end rail of said assembly when the assembly 
is pushed back into inoperative position in said head 
board. 

5. In combination with a bed frame having a foot 
board portion and side rails, a hollow headboard, a side 
rail assembly adapted to be housed in said headboard, 
horizontal rails in said assembly, each of said horizontal 
rails including a larger diameter tubular member and a 
smaller diameter member telescopically received in said 
larger member, means in said horizontal rails limiting 
the extent to which said smaller members can be pulled 
outwardly in the respective larger members, engageable 
friction elements in said means to prevent said smaller 
members from being pulled outwardly too freely in their 
respective larger members, bearing sockets mounted in 
the end of said hollow headboard for the larger diameter 
members of said horizontal rails, inner end extensions 
hinged on said larger diameter members of said hori 
Zontal rails by spring hinges and slidable also in said 
sockets, limit means on said inner end extensions limiting 
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6 
the extent to which said extensions can be pulled out 
wardly in said sockets, an upright end rail connected 
with said smaller diameter members of said assembly, a 
telescoping member in said end rail adapted to be pulled 
downwardly in said end rail, and cooperating means on 
the bottom of said last mentioned member and on the 
side rail of the bed frame for removably and adjustably 
securing said last mentioned member and therewith said 
end rail and said assembly in place on the side of the 
bed frame. 

6. In combination with a bed frame having a foot 
board portion and side rails, a hollow headboard having 
spaced front and rear walls mounted on a headboard 
frame, a pair of identical side rail assemblies adapted to 
be housed in said headboard, horizontal rails in each of 
said assemblies, bearing sockets mounted in the side ends 
of said hollow headboard respectively for the horizontal 
rails of said respective assemblies, inner end extensions 
hinged on said horizontal rails and slidable also in said 
sockets, limit means on said inner end extensions limiting 
the extent to which said extensions can be pulled out 
wardly in said sockets, an upright end rail in each as 
sembly connected with said horizontal rails of the as 
sembly, cooperating means on the side rails of the bed 
frame and on the respective end rails of said assemblies 
for removably securing said end rails to the respective 
side rails of the bed frame, and a chamber on each side 
end of said headboard beyond said sockets for receiving 
the end rails of said assemblies when the assemblies are 
pushed back into inoperative position in said headboard, 
the front and side walls of each chamber formed by 
hinged flaps attached to the front and rear walls respec 
tively of said hollow headboard. 

7. In combination with a bed frame having a footboard 
portion and side rails, a hollow headboard, a pair of 
identical side rail assemblies adapted to be housed in said 
headboard, horizontal rails in each of said assemblies, 
each of said horizontal rails including a larger diameter 
tubular member and a smaller diameter member tele 
scopically received in said larger member, means in said 
horizontal rails limiting the extent to which said smaller 
members can be pulled outwardly in the respective larger 
members, bearing sockets mounted in the side ends of said 
hollow headboard respectively for the larger diameter 
members of said horizontal rails of said side rail assem 
iblies, inner end extensions hinged on said larger diameter 
members of said horizontal rails and slidable also in said 
sockets, limit means on said inner end extensions limiting 
the extent to which said extensions can be pulled out 
wardly in said sockets, an upright end rail in each assem 
bly connected with said smaller diameter members of the 
assembly, and cooperating means on the side rails of the 
bed frame and on the respective end rails of said assem 
blies for removably and adjustably securing the end rails 
to the respective side rails of the bed frame. 

8. In combination with a bed frame having a footboard 
portion and side rails, a hollow headboard, a pair of 
identical side rail assemblies adapted to be housed in said 
headboard, horizontal rails in each of said assemblies, 
each of said horizontal rails including a larger diameter 
tubular member and a smaller diameter member tele 
Scopically received in said larger member, means in said 
horizontal rails limiting the extent to which said smaller 
members can be pulled outwardly in the respective larger 
members, engageable friction elements in said means to 
prevent said smaller members from being pulled out 
Wardly too freely in their respective larger members, bear 
ing sockets mounted in the side ends of said hollow head 
board respectively for the larger diameter members of 
said horizontal rails of said side rail assemblies, inner 
end extensionshinged on said larger diameter members of 
said horizontal rails by spring hinges and slidable also in 
said sockets, limit means on said inner end extensions 
limiting the extent to which said extensions can be pulled 
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outwardly in said sockets, an upright end rail in each 
asesmbly connected with said smaller diameter members 
of the assembly, a telescoping member in each of said end 
rails adapted to be pulled downwardly in the end rail, 
springs normally holding said latter mentioned telescop 
ing members in raised position in said end rails, and co 
operating means on the bottom of said last mentioned 
members and the corresponding side rails of the bed frame 
for removably and adjustably securing said last mentioned 

8 
members and therewith said end rails and said assemblies 
in place on the sides of the bed frame. 
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